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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The U.S. Department of Energy, National Nuclear Security Administration, Los Alamos Field Office 

proposes to decontaminate, decommission, and ultimately demolish several Cold War-era properties 

located within Technical Area (TA) 46, Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL). These buildings 

have been identified as excess property, and their demolition is being planned as part of LANL’s 

Footprint Reduction Program activities during fiscal year (FY) 2014 and FY 2015. 

In compliance with Section 106 and Section 110 of the National Historic Preservation Act, LANL’s 

cultural resources staff have completed the evaluation of several potentially-eligible historic 

properties for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places (Register): TA-46-2, TA-46-41, 

TA-46-59, TA-46-74, TA-46-75, and TA-46-76. LANL historic building inventory forms for all six 

properties are included in Appendix A. Of the six evaluated properties, TA-46-2, TA-46-41, and 

TA-46-76 are considered Register-eligible based on the findings in this assessment report. Buildings 

TA-46-59, TA-46-74, and TA-46-75 are deemed not eligible. In addition to Register evaluations, 

historic properties at TA-46 were assessed for their preservation and public interpretation potential. 

None of the Register-eligible properties were identified for permanent retention.  

The State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) is requested to concur with the eligibility 

determinations contained in this report for the properties at TA-46. Additionally, this report serves as 

notification that the six properties described in this report will be demolished. Adverse effects to 

Register-eligible buildings will be resolved using standard documentation and reporting measures 

developed in consultation with the SHPO’s office (stipulated in Section 9 of the LANL Cultural 

Resources Management Plan) (LANL 2006a). Standard measures include a written history of the 

technical area and a use history of the affected properties as well as detailed architectural 

documentation of the properties, such as archival quality photographs and updated as-built drawings. 

In addition, archival records along with historically significant equipment and “artifacts” associated 

with the historic properties will be identified prior to any demolition action and stored at appropriate 

LANL repositories.  
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INTRODUCTION 

The U.S. Department of Energy, National Nuclear Security Administration, Los Alamos Field Office 

proposes to demolish several Cold War-era properties during fiscal year (FY) 2014 and FY 2015 as 

part of the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL or the Laboratory) Footprint Reduction Program 

activities. 

Historic Property Eligibility Assessment 

In compliance with Sections 106 and 110 of the National Historic Preservation Act, this report 

contains documentation regarding the National Register of Historic Places (Register) eligibility status 

of six Cold War-era buildings located at Technical Area (TA) 46. Work processes carried out at TA-

46 supported Cold War reactor technology and strategic and supporting science programs including 

nuclear rocket research (Project Rover), laser research, and chemistry and materials science research 

projects. Historical context information about activities at TA-46, property descriptions, and 

recommendations for Register eligibility are included in this report. A discussion of the multiple 

property method used to evaluate these properties is also included. Appendix A includes historic 

building inventory forms for the six buildings. 

Survey Methods 

Initial surveys of historic properties located at TA-46 were conducted by Sheila A. McCarthy, 

Historical Architect, Benchmark Consulting Group in 2006. Follow-up survey and documentation 

work was conducted in 2014 by Ken Towery, Architect, and Kristen Honig, LANL Infrastructure 

Planning Group, and Kari Garcia and Ellen McGehee, LANL Environmental Stewardship Services 

Group. The building surveys were accomplished by conducting field visits to the buildings at TA-46 

(Map 1). Architectural and engineering elements of the properties were documented and photographs 

were taken. LANL records research was also conducted. 

HISTORICAL OVERVIEW 

Early Cold War Era (1946–1956) 

The future of the early Laboratory was in question after the end of World War II (WWII). Many 

scientists and site workers left Los Alamos and went back to their pre-war lives. Norris Bradbury was 

appointed director of the Laboratory following Oppenheimer’s return to his pre-WWII duties, and he 

felt that the nation needed “a laboratory for research into military applications of nuclear energy” 

(LANL 1993a:62). In late 1945, General Groves directed Los Alamos to begin stockpiling and 

developing additional atomic weapons (Gosling 2001). Post-war weapon assembly work was now 

tasked to Los Alamos’s Z Division, which had been relocated to an airbase (now Sandia) in nearby 

Albuquerque, New Mexico (Gosling 2001). 

In 1946, Los Alamos became involved in “Operation Crossroads,” the first of many atmospheric tests 

in the Pacific. Later, also in 1946, the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) was established to act 

as a civilian steward for the new atomic technology born of WWII. The AEC formally took over the 

Laboratory in 1947, making a commitment to retain Los Alamos as a permanent weapons facility. 
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With the beginning of the Cold War—the term “Cold War” was first coined in 1947—weapons 

research once again became a national priority. Weapons research at Los Alamos, spearheaded by 

Edward Teller and Stanislaw Ulam, focused on the development of the hydrogen bomb, the 

feasibility of which had been discussed seriously at Los Alamos as early as 1946. The simmering 

Cold War came to a full boil in late 1949 with the successful test of “Joe I,” the Soviet Union’s first 

atomic bomb. In January 1950, President Truman approved the development of the hydrogen bomb; 

Truman’s decision led to the remobilization of the country’s weapons laboratories and production 

plants. The year 1950 also marked the initial meeting of Los Alamos’s “Family Committee”—a 

committee tasked with developing the first two thermonuclear devices (LANL 2001). In 1951, the 

Nevada Proving Ground was established and the first Nevada atmospheric test, “Able,” was 

conducted. In the same year, Los Alamos directed “Operation Greenhouse” in the Pacific and 

successfully conducted both the first thermonuclear test, “George,” and the first thermonuclear 

“boosted” test, “Item.” In 1952, the first thermonuclear bomb, known as “Mike,” was detonated at 

Enewetak Atoll in the Pacific (LANL 1993a).1 In short order, the Soviet Union responded with a 

successful fusion demonstration in August 1953, followed by a test of a hydrogen bomb in 1955. The 

arms race was on. By 1956, Los Alamos had successfully tested a new generation of high explosives 

(plastic-bonded explosives) and had begun to make improvements to the primary stage of a nuclear 

weapon (LANL 2001).  

Although weapons research and development has always played a major role in the history of LANL, 

other key themes for the years 1942–1956 include supercomputing advancements, fundamental 

biomedical and health physics research, high explosives research and development, reactor research 

and development, pioneering physics research, and the development of the field of high-speed 

photography (McGehee and Garcia 1999). The Early Cold War era at Los Alamos ended in 1956, a 

date that marks the completion of all basic nuclear weapons design at LANL; later research at 

Los Alamos focused on the engineering of nuclear weapons to fit specific delivery systems. The year 

1956 was also the last year that Los Alamos was a closed facility—the gates into the Los Alamos 

town site came down in 1957. 

Late Cold War Era (1956–1990) 

The Late Cold War era saw Los Alamos’s continued support of the atmospheric testing programs in 

the Pacific and at the Nevada Test Site. In 1957, the first of many underground tests in Nevada was 

conducted, and in 1963, the Limited Test Ban Treaty was signed, which banned atmospheric testing 

and also nuclear weapons tests in the oceans and space (U.S. DOE 2000). Defense mission 

undertakings during this time included treaty and test ban verification programs (such as the satellite 

detection of nuclear explosions), research and development of space-based weapons, and continued 

involvement with stockpile stewardship issues. Non-weapons undertakings supported nuclear 

medicine, genetic studies, National Aeronautics and Space Administration collaborations, 

superconducting research, contained fusion reaction research, and other types of energy research 

(McGehee and Garcia 1999).  

The Cold War Ends 

The Cold War ended in the early 1990s. Its demise was marked by START, the Strategic Arms 

Reduction Treaty (signed by Reagan’s successor, George Bush, and Soviet president, Mikhail 

                                                      

1
 A better understanding of the Marshall Islands language has permitted a more accurate transliteration of Marshall Island 

names into English. Enewetak is now the preferred spelling (formerly Eniwetok).  
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Gorbachev), and by Bush’s announcement in September 1991 of a unilateral decision to decrease 

significantly the U.S. nuclear weapon stockpile. That announcement was followed in June 1992 by 

an agreement between President Bush and Russian president Boris Yeltsin to reduce each country’s 

nuclear arsenal gradually over the next decade. The arms race that had lasted nearly half a century 

was over (Machen et al. 2010). 

DESCRIPTION OF TECHNICAL AREA 

TA-46 (WA-Site) Historical Background 

TA-46, historically known as Weapons Assembly (WA) Site, was first used during the Cold War 

years to support the Rover nuclear rocket program and later served as a center for laser and materials 

chemistry research. The technical area is located along the Pajarito Road corridor in the center of 

LANL and consists of laboratory and office buildings along with warehouses and other storage 

buildings (Map 2).  

TA-46’s first building, TA-46-1, was constructed in 1954 to support weapons assembly operations, 

but was never used for that purpose. Over the years, TA-46 has supported the Laboratory’s basic 

science mission. Research priorities at TA-46 have changed several times since the technical area’s 

first use supporting Nuclear Rocket (N) Division’s development of reactors for rocket propulsion. 

Following the termination of the Rover program in 1973, activities at TA-46 supported laser isotope 

separation, the production of nonradioactive isotopes of oxygen, carbon, and nitrogen, and nanoscale 

chemistry research (LANL 1993b; LANL 2002). In the 1970s and 1980s, Energy (Q) Division 

personnel also conducted solar energy experiments at TA-46, including the construction of 

experimental solar buildings and solar ponds. In the 1990s, scientific work focused on photochemical 

research involving free electron lasers and hydrogen fuel cells. Heat pipe studies, and accelerator and 

electronics research were also conducted during this time (LANL 1993b). Most recently, the facilities 

at TA-46 have been used for diverse chemistry and materials science research, including nanoscale 

studies in support of solar energy research. 

LANL Cold War Context and Themes at TA-46 

Key historical themes have been identified in a LANL Cold War context report produced as part of 

the documentation of the former LANL Administration Building (SM-43) (Machen et al. 2010). The 

scientific work at TA-46 has contributed significantly to several of these important LANL-wide Cold 

War historical themes, especially Reactor Technology (and its Project Rover subtheme) and Strategic 

and Supporting Research (including the subthemes of “nuclear science” and “energy research”).  

Reactor Technology 

Reactors have been developed and used at LANL ever since Manhattan Project days. They have 

served such diverse purposes as providing measurements essential to the World War II atomic bomb 

project, producing radioisotopes for research projects, conducting criticality experiments (to 

determine when a chain reaction would occur in fissionable materials), and powering rockets in space 

(Machen et al. 2010). 
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PROJECT ROVER 

Using the experience gained in its pioneer reactor development endeavors, Laboratory scientists 

concentrated on other projects that used reactors for power. From 1955 to 1972, the Laboratory 

developed fission reactors for Project Rover, a program designed to meet the needs of an 

interplanetary mission—in particular, a manned mission to Mars. Chemically powered rockets were 

already being developed elsewhere for the Intercontinental Ballistic Missile program, but it was not 

certain that a rocket powered by chemicals could travel as far as desired. To provide a backup, 

scientists working on the Rover program studied and built test reactors that could be used in a 

nuclear-powered rocket. A cool gas would be passed through a hot reactor powered by atomic 

energy; as the superheated gas shot out of a nozzle, the resulting propulsion would far exceed that 

provided by chemically powered rockets. Los Alamos scientists developed a series of four reactors to 

understand the underlying principles of nuclear-rocket reactor technology. They designed the Kiwi 

reactor to develop the basic technology of nuclear thermal rockets; the Phoebus reactor to test 

designs for interplanetary voyages; a reactor they called Peewee-1 to test smaller, more compact 

reactor designs; and Nuclear Furnace-1 to test advanced fuels and designs for reducing emissions of 

radioactive material into the atmosphere. These reactors were tested at the Nevada Test Site. Project 

Rover successfully demonstrated that a nuclear reactor could be used to heat liquid hydrogen for 

spacecraft propulsion. But in 1969, the nation’s plans for human exploration of Mars were 

abandoned, and Project Rover was canceled in the early 1970s (Machen et al. 2010). 

             

The Project Rover nuclear reactor (photo at left) was designed to power rockets. Compressed hydrogen in the spheres 

at the top flowed through the reactor core (center) and formed a jet as it exited the nozzle at the bottom (LANL 1983). 

The Laboratory’s Kiwi B-4D reactor (photo at right) being readied for a “hot run” in May 1964 (LASL 1964). 

http://www.daviddarling.info/encyclopedia/M/Mars.html
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Strategic and Supporting Research 

Throughout the Cold War years, the Laboratory’s strategic and supporting research provided critical 

capabilities in support of the Laboratory’s core responsibilities to the nation’s nuclear weapons 

complex. Besides augmenting the areas of weapon physics, weapon engineering, and threat 

reduction, it consisted of a broad spectrum of high-quality, basic research that added to the national 

and international scientific knowledge base. 

Nuclear Science 

Nuclear science is a term that integrates capabilities and disciplines spanning the study of high-

energy-density systems driven by intense beams, including nuclear physics and nuclear chemistry, 

plasma physics, accelerator technology and beam physics, and a wide range of technology 

applications involving many scientific disciplines. Nuclear science at the Laboratory originated in the 

nuclear weapons program; during the Cold War years, efforts in this field spanned from 

internationally recognized basic science programs in medium-energy and neutron nuclear physics to 

reactor safety studies (Machen et al. 2010).  

Materials Science 

Materials science covers an extraordinarily wide variety of work, all based on developing an 

understanding of, and controlling, the complexity of materials. From the beginning years of the 

Laboratory, scientists were in the business of processing new materials for technological needs 

because the very nature of building an atomic weapon required new materials and new technologies. 

To deal with the unique materials used in nuclear weapons, such as actinides, special ceramics, 

polymers, and so forth, Los Alamos scientists not only had to develop significant expertise in 

materials research but also needed to develop expertise on how materials behave (Machen et al. 

2010). 

 

Materials science is one of the Laboratory’s core competencies, underpinning national security and civilian programs. 

The Ion Beam Materials Laboratory, shown here, characterized properties of various materials including geological 

and electronic materials and high-temperature superconductors (LANL 1991). 
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Research on Nanoscale Materials 

Nanoscience is the study of materials and their interactions at the atomic and molecular levels (that 

is, at the scale of one-billionth of a meter or a second); it has the potential to create novel and 

significantly improved devices or systems in the areas of agriculture, biotechnology, defense, 

electronics, environmental remediation and protection, health care, transportation, and many other 

fields. Potential applications range from how health care practitioners detect and treat diseases at the 

molecular level to novel methods of protecting national security (Machen et al. 2010).  

Energy Research 

Energy research at Los Alamos during the Cold War years encompassed many interests: finding new 

sources of energy, increasing domestic energy supplies, finding ways to use energy more efficiently, 

and modernizing the energy infrastructure. Pressures for such research included an increasing 

environmental awareness within the general population and the political consequences of that 

awareness; other reasons were related to the increasing demand for energy and the increasing turmoil 

in the energy-rich Middle East (Machen et al. 2010). 

Laser Fusion 

In 1969, Laboratory scientists began an experimental effort to see if fusion could be ignited by a 

high-energy laser. Over the years, several kinds of lasers were tested: carbon-dioxide lasers, so-called 

glass lasers, chemical lasers, and the free-electron laser. By 1972, the program had achieved 

sufficient size and complexity that a laser division was created at the Laboratory. But problems 

developed, and the final utility of laser fusion for energy production remained uncertain during this 

era. Many successful spin-offs resulted, nonetheless: the use of laser energy to separate uranium and 

plutonium isotopes, laser photochemistry, high-resolution laser spectroscopy, photochemical 

processing, laser sound generators for potential military purposes, and chemical and biological 

warfare-agent detectors (Machen et al. 2010). 

  

One of the amplifiers (left) for the first large carbon-dioxide laser chain, built in the early 1970s (LANL 1983). A 

Laboratory technician (right) adjusts the final focusing system of Aurora, a krypton fluoride laser (LANL 1989). 
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Solar Energy 

A research and development program in active solar energy was initiated in the early 1970s to work 

on the design, installation, and operation of a solar-energy system to heat and cool the Laboratory’s 

newly proposed National Security and Resources Study Center. Subsequently, scientists focused their 

attention on passive and low-energy solar research until 1988, after which this work was transferred 

to the Solar Energy Research Institute in Colorado (Machen et al. 2010). However, other solar energy 

research involving the study of nanoscale materials is still conducted at LANL.  

 

Laboratory scientists examine the first of 40 solar collectors being installed at a test station in 1975 (LASL 1975). 

Heat Pipes 

Modern heat-pipe technology was first developed at Los Alamos over 40 years ago. Heat pipes are 

pencil-sized metal tubes that move heat from one end of the tube to the other without the aid of a 

pump. Within the heat pipe, heat vaporizes a small amount of fluid at the pipe’s hot end, the fluid 

travels to the other, slightly cooler end, and condenses before returning to the hot end through a 

capillary wick, where it repeats the process. The device efficiently transfers large quantities of heat. 

At Los Alamos, during Cold War era, heat pipes were studied for future space-age travel. Heat pipes 

vary greatly in size, depending upon their particular use. Some are the size of hypodermic needles, 

while larger versions stretch to 24 feet. Modern applications of this technology include miniature 

heat pipes that cool the chips inside most laptop computers. Heat pipes work efficiently in a zero-

gravity environment; commercially developed heat pipes are now routinely used to cool electronics 

in communications satellites (Machen et al. 2010). 
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Heat pipes rechannel waste heat back into the production cycle of a system. Applications could range from 

permafrost control on the Alaska pipeline to heat-transfer devices in solar collection systems (LANL 2006b). 

Project Rover at TA-46  

Rover program work began at TA-46 in the 1950s and primarily involved the testing of reactor fuel 

elements, which were composed of uranium-loaded graphite. The fuel elements were tested for 

structural soundness—occasionally even being tested to failure. Related coolant-flow studies were 

also conducted in support of the Rover program as well as beryllium control rod testing (LANL 

1993b; Roberts and Griggs 1992). To carry out the fuel element thermal tests, test cell facilities were 

constructed with electrical furnaces. Warehouse facilities, like TA-46-75 and TA-46-76, were built to 

store the fuel elements and other laboratory equipment (Ehrenkranz 1964). A 1962 memo to file 

described how the test cells were used. 

Test Cell #1 [TA-46-16] is used to evaluate the effects of high temperatures (2500° 

C) on Kiwi fuel elements. The elements are placed in the furnace and hydrogen is 

passed through the element at high pressure. Helium is used to flush the system and 

cool the element to a temperature where it can be handled. All gases are vented 

directly to a stack on top of the building. The elements are then removed from the 

furnace, visually inspected and checked for weight loss, change in dimensions and 

general deterioration. Usually the fuel element can easily be removed from its casing. 

In those instances where this is not possible, the casing is cut on a saw located outside 

the Test Cell. A vacuum cleaner and flexible hosing is used to remove all particles 

from the cutting operation. Both Uranium-235 and depleted Uranium elements are 

tested, with the majority of the work involving U-235 (Ettinger 1962a).  
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At TA-46, heat transfer studies and fluid flow studies were conducted at different temperature ranges 

at the different Rover program facilities. For example, TA-46-31 supported cryogenic studies using 

liquid hydrogen and nitrogen. Low temperature testing of structural components was conducted at 

TA-46-59, and other low temperature studies were carried out in an area of TA-46-1 called the “Dog 

House.” At- or above-room temperature heat transfer and fluid flow studies were conducted on 

graphite and metals at Test Cell 2 (TA-46-16), and Test Cells 3 and 4 (TA-46-16) were used to 

conduct similar heat and flow studies and other kinds of structural testing at high temperatures, with 

Test Cell 4 being used for larger components (Ettinger 1962b). The Core Support Test Facility (TA-

46-88) was built in the later 1960s to support the Phoebus reactor rocket engine (Roberts and 

Reading 1992). During the Rover program years, reactor subassembly work was conducted at other 

LANL technical areas, including TAs 1 and 18 (Ettinger 1962b). 

Laser Research at TA-46 

Laser isotope separation studies and other laser programs have been some of the primary research 

activities carried out at TA-46 since the termination of the Rover program in the early 1970s. The 

Applied Photochemistry (AP) Division’s Jumper Program, which developed uranium isotope 

separation methods, was an early laser program that began operations at TA-46 by 1976. Additional 

support buildings were constructed to support the new laser research, including TA-46-154, the Laser 

Isotope Enrichment Building, built in 1978 (LANL 1993b). 

Existing buildings, originally supporting Project Rover research, were converted for use by the 

Laboratory’s laser program, including TA-46-24, used for experimental work involving lasers and 

uranium hexafluoride; TA-46-30 (the Hydraulics Laboratory or the Electronics Laboratory); TA-46-

31 (Test Building #2, which originally housed Rover test cells 6, 7, and 8); TA-46-41 (the Laser 

Isotope Separation Support Facility or the Aerochemistry/Diagnostics Building); TA-46-75 

(warehouse and krypton ion laser building); and TA-46-76 (the Laser Laboratory) (LANL 2002; 

LANL ER Program 1986). 

Other more recent facilities built for laser research at TA-46 include TA-46-154 (the Physical 

Chemistry Laboratory or Applied Photochemistry Building), housing high-powered gas lasers; 

TA-46-158 (the Laser-Induced-Chemistry Laboratory); TA-46-161 (Accelerator Vault Building), 

used for experimental work involving an accelerator and lasers; TA-46-200 (the Chemistry/Laser 

Laboratory or Fourier Transform Spectrometer Facility), used for spectroscopic study of atoms and 

molecules, applied photochemistry, and photophysics; TA-46-208 (the Free-Electron Laser 

Laboratory), used before 2002 for experimental work involving a radio-frequency generator 

(X-rays); and TA-46-250 (the Analytical Chemistry Building) (LANL 2002). 

Post-Cold War Research 

Recent research conducted at TA-46 by LANL scientists include chemistry and materials science 

projects involving heat flow studies, carbon dioxide capture research, and nanoscale research 

including nanoenergy applications and the study of nanostructured materials to boost the efficiency 

of solar energy conversion. Other research includes synthetic inorganic and organic chemistry 

focused on the field of energetic materials. 
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MULTIPLE PROPERTY METHOD OF EVALUATION 

The six buildings at TA-46 proposed for demolition in FY 2014 and FY 2015 were evaluated using a 

multiple property documentation approach. This systematic approach serves as a useful evaluation 

tool to determine the historical significance of a group of thematically related properties, such as 

those located at TA-46. A key element of the multiple property documentation approach is context. 

Contexts provide information about historical patterns and trends and have clearly defined themes, 

geographical areas, and chronological periods (U.S. NPS 1999).  

All of the potentially historic buildings and structures at TA-46 (those 50 years old or older) are 

technologically related and date to the late Cold War era at Los Alamos (1956–1964). As discussed 

in the historical background section above, properties at TA-46 are linked to specific subthemes 

underlying two of the LANL-wide Cold War historical themes identified in a LANL Cold War 

context document: Reactor Technology and Strategic and Supporting Science (Machen et al. 2010). 

Decisions relating to final eligibility recommendations were based on the type of property, the level 

of physical integrity, and associations with significant themes.  

Associated Property Types 

The multiple property documentation approach requires the identification of property types that are 

associated with historical contexts. This identification facilitates the evaluation of individual 

properties within the broader complex of properties being reviewed. Properties are compared with 

other historical resources that have similar histories and similar physical characteristics (Hanford Site 

1999a).  

There are four general property types associated with TA-46’s historical themes. 

1. Laboratory-Testing Buildings or Structures such as test cells and laser facilities. 

2. Administration Buildings such as office buildings and facilities housing facility 

management and health and safety personnel. 

3. Security Buildings and Structures such as guard stations, security lights, and fencing. 

4. Support Buildings and Structures such as warehouses, storage buildings, water tanks, 

utilities, and waste treatment facilities. 

Laboratory-testing facilities located at TA-46 are associated with the technical functions underlying 

the main Cold War themes of Reactor Technology and Strategic and Supporting Science. Specific 

activities carried out in this type of property supported Cold War Rover rocket engine development 

and later laser, solar energy, chemistry and materials science, and nanoscale research. Some minor 

test support facilities, identified in this report as “second tier” properties, are considered an essential 

but secondary type of laboratory-testing building. These properties do not usually house key 

operations. 

Laboratory-testing facilities are representative of the “industrial vernacular” architectural style 

prevalent at Los Alamos. Like LANL’s other research facilities, the design of TA-46’s properties is 

primarily determined by the nature of the technical area’s specific operations. For example, 

reinforced concrete is the primary construction material used when designing a facility for chemicals 

and radioactive materials research because concrete is inherently secure, durable, and cleanable. The 
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type of activities carried out in each building or structure also determines the configuration of interior 

space. 

Administration buildings located at TA-46 are closely associated with the operation of nearby 

laboratory-testing facilities. Administration buildings typically house support and research operations 

such as administrative and staff offices, monitoring and facility management staff offices, light 

laboratory space, showers, and change rooms. Administration buildings are typically located away 

from the experimental areas. This practice allows personnel and material from the administration 

facilities to remain separate from chemical, radioactive, or other hazards and maximizes the distance 

from experiments.  

Security buildings and structures are associated with the general operation of TA-46 and support 

the main overarching theme of research, development, and testing related to the Laboratory’s reactor 

technology and strategic and supporting science programs. Examples of this property type include 

guard stations and physical exclusion structures such as fencing and barriers. 

Support buildings and structures were originally built to support Cold War research and 

development. Like laboratory-testing facilities, support facilities are divided into two subcategories. 

“First tier” support properties are primarily buildings and include machine shops, warehouses, power 

plants, and significant water tanks. “Second tier” support properties are primarily structures; 

examples include pump houses and electrical substations. 

Core properties within each associated property type have also been identified. These buildings or 

structures are key representatives of their associated theme(s) and are often eligible for the National 

Register. 

Integrity 

Although properties may be significant or exceptionally significant and may be eligible for the 

Register based on association with historical events and contexts, integrity must be determined for all 

buildings that, on first-cut, are considered eligible. LANL historic buildings staff have developed 

four integrity codes to better assess potentially eligible properties. The integrity requirements for 

properties eligible under Criterion A are less stringent than for those properties eligible under 

Criterion C. A historically significant property with a level 3 integrity could still be eligible, 

especially if an element of historical uniqueness is involved. Properties eligible under Criterion C 

should have no lower than a level 2 integrity. Level 4 integrity properties are not eligible for the 

Register. 

1. Excellent Integrity—the property is still closely associated with its primary context and 

retains integrity of location, design, setting, workmanship, materials, feeling, and association. 

Little or no remodeling has occurred to the property and all remodeling is in keeping with its 

associated historic context and significant use period.  

2. Good Integrity—the property’s interior and exterior retain historic feeling and character but 

most of the original equipment may be gone. The property may have had minor remodeling. 

3. Fair Integrity—a property in this category should retain original location, setting, association, 

and exterior design. All associated interior machinery and equipment may be absent but the 

key question is “Is this property still recognizable to a contemporary of the building’s historic 

period?” 
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4. Poor Integrity—the property has no connection with the historically significant setting, 

feeling, and context. Major changes to the property have occurred. The property would be 

unrecognizable to a contemporary. 

Themes 

Activities within TA-46 can be grouped under several historical subthemes that support the technical 

area’s two main Cold War scientific themes Reactor Technology and Strategic and Supporting 

Science. Specific subthemes related to the six buildings described in this report are listed below. One 

building also falls under the general administrative subtheme of “security.” Because of their reuse 

history, all of the evaluated facilities are linked to more than one theme. 

Cold War Reactor Technology (Project Rover) 

TA-46-2, TA-46-41, TA-46-59, TA-46-74, TA-46-75, and TA-46-76 

Late Cold War Strategic and Supporting Science (Lasers/Chemistry and Materials 

Science/Nanotechnology/Solar Energy) 

TA-46-2, TA-46-41, TA-46-59, TA-46-74, TA-46-75, and TA-46-76 

Security 
TA-46-2 

Eligibility Criteria 

Laboratory-testing facilities, administration buildings, and security buildings and structures do not 

need to possess an integrity of both exterior and interior features in order to be eligible for the 

National Register under Criterion A. In cases where original equipment has been removed, a property 

can still be considered significant for its historical associations. Laboratory-testing, administration, 

and security properties need only retain original location, setting, association, feeling, and exterior 

design to maintain significant historical integrity under Criterion A. Properties eligible under 

Criterion C have to meet a more stringent standard of physical integrity. However, additions and 

remodeling that reflect changing scientific missions are acceptable under Criterion C (Hanford Site 

1999b). 

In order to be eligible under Criterion A, support buildings and structures must have functioned as 

significant support facilities within an associated historical context (Hanford Site 1999b). “First tier” 

support properties, if linked to a historically significant context and 50 years old or older, may be 

eligible for the Register. If less than 50 years old, support properties must be exceptionally 

significant. “Second tier” support and laboratory-testing properties, primarily structures, are usually 

not eligible for the Register (even if they are 50 years old or older) because of the minor role they 

played in history. 
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DESCRIPTIONS OF EVALUATED BUILDINGS 

Technical Area: 46 Associated Theme: Reactor 

Building Number: 2 Technology/Late Cold War Strategic and 

  Supporting Science/Security 

  Property Type: Security 

Original Function: Guard Station Integrity: Excellent 

Current Function: Guard Station Core: Yes 

Date Constructed: 1955 Eligibility: Eligible (Criteria A and C) 

Buildings with same floorplan within TA: none 

          
View of south side View of west side 

 

          
View of north side View of east side 

Architectural Description: 

TA-46-2 is a one-story, square-in-plan building measuring 14 ft by 14 ft in size. The building was 

designed for use as a guard station. It has a raised, reinforced-concrete foundation and a 5-in. floor 

slab. A concrete apron is located on the building’s west side. The wood-framed walls are sheathed 

with painted asbestos-cement board siding. The low-pitched shed roof is constructed with wood 

joists, topped with tongue and groove wooden boards, and finished with a built-up tar and gravel 

roofing system and a 3-ft overhang. A single, painted, hollow-metal entry door with wire ½-glazing 

is located on the building’s west side. The building is equipped with several windows. The west 

elevation has two, fixed, wood-frame windows with reflective glass. The south side of the building 

has a double-hung, wood window with exterior screen as well as a fixed, wood-frame window with 
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reflective glass. The east side contains a double-hung, wood window as well as a hopper-style 

window; the north side has a double-hung, wood window flanked by two, fixed, wood-frame 

windows with reflective glass.  

Additional exterior building elements include wall-mounted light fixtures, exterior conduit, building 

signage, and a fire extinguisher. The roof is equipped with lightning rods, roof-mounted lights, and 

an antenna. 

Historical Background: 

TA-46-2 originally served as the main security access control point at TA-46. The guard station was 

designed by Black & Veatch, Consulting Engineers, Kansas City, Missouri. It was built by the R.E. 

McKee Company, and construction took place between July 10, 1954, and October 25, 1955.  

According to a LANL environmental report, the guard station was moved in the mid 1960s from a 

nearby location at TA-46 northeast of its present location (LANL 1993b:5-12). This information is 

substantiated by Laboratory drawing ENG-C 22766 (Appendix A), which shows the guard station’s 

original location in relation to building TA-46-24. The building was moved approximately 275 ft 

southwest within TA-46 to accommodate the expanding technical area and to support a 

reconfiguration of the main security area fence. 

Determination of Eligibility: 

The building is significant because it played a vital security role at the Laboratory during the Cold 

War years. Furthermore, it meets National Register of Historic Places criteria for significance in that 

it possesses integrity of design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association. 

Specifically, the building is significant under Criterion A due to its association with Cold War 

science in support of the Laboratory’s reactor technology, laser research, nuclear chemistry, and solar 

energy programs. Even though the building was moved during its operational lifetime, its integrity of 

location was not affected because the minor relocation was essential to its function as a perimeter 

security facility. The building is also deemed eligible under Criterion C due to its design qualities, 

which are representative of the Laboratory’s Cold War security theme and architecture.  
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Technical Area: 46 Associated Theme: Reactor 

Building Number: 41 Technology/Late Cold War Strategic and 

Supporting Science 

  Property Type: Support;  

  Laboratory/Testing (1
st
 Tier) 

Original Function: Rover Program Warehouse/  

Laser Isotope Separation Support Facility Integrity: Good 

Current Function: Chemistry and Materials Science Core: Yes 

Date Constructed: 1958 Eligibility: Yes 

Buildings with same floorplan within TA: none 

          
Oblique view of east and north sides View of north side 

         
View of west side Oblique view of south side to the east 

Architectural Description: 

TA-46-41 is an oversized, one-story, high bay building that is primarily rectangular in plan and 

measures 101-ft-long by 40-ft-wide. The Butler-type, metal building is constructed with a concrete 

perimeter foundation and 6 in. floor slab, steel-framed walls sheathed with corrugated, galvanized 

steel panels, and a medium-pitched front gable roof. The gable roof is constructed with steel beams 

that are also covered with corrugated, galvanized steel panels. The building was originally equipped 

with two, 10-ft-wide by 13-ft-high single, sliding, metal doors. Today, both of the doors have been 

removed. The west end now contains a pair of painted, hollow-metal doors with ½-glazing set into 

the original sliding door opening. The east end is also equipped with a pair of painted hollow-metal 

doors with ½-glazing; however, this is offset to the north side.  
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In 1976, a small equipment room was constructed on the southeast corner and a pump room was 

constructed on the northwest corner of the building. Both of the additions are constructed with 

concrete foundations, 6-in. concrete floor slabs, painted concrete-block walls, and low-pitched shed 

roofs with steel I-beams, decking, and a built-up tar and gravel roofing system. A pair of painted, 

hollow-metal doors accesses the equipment room, while a single, painted, hollow-metal door with 

½-glazing accesses the pump room. 

Since 1976, the building has undergone several further modifications and additions. A rectangular-in-

plan, corrugated metal addition with a low-pitched, corrugated metal roof is centered on the north 

side adjacent to the pump room. Access into this addition is possible through a pair of painted, 

hollow-metal doors with ½-glazing. To the east of this metal addition is another small, painted, 

concrete-block addition with a low-pitched shed roof. A fifth addition is located on the southwest 

side of the building. This addition is also constructed with a concrete floor slab and has painted, 

concrete-block walls with a low-pitched roof. Additional building equipment includes lights, signage, 

wall-mounted conduit, and two gas bottle storage areas. The roof is further equipped with lightning 

rods and large vent stacks. 

Historical Background: 

TA-46-41 was built in 1958 for use as a Rover program warehouse. The building was designed by 

Neuner & Cabaniss, Architect Engineers, Albuquerque, New Mexico. The warehouse was modified 

in 1976 and 1977 to support changing scientific priorities at TA-46 that came about with the end of 

Project Rover in 1973. The warehouse was extensively modified to create laboratory spaces. 

Additions included a pump room and an equipment room; a restroom and janitor’s room were also 

added. By the 1990s, there were six laboratory spaces in the building. The warehouse was renamed 

the Laser Isotope Separation Support Facility, but was also known as the Aerochemistry/Diagnostics 

Building. In the later Cold War years, the facility was used for experimental work involving lasers. 

Nanoscale and chemistry and materials science research was also conducted in the building. 

Determination of Eligibility: 

This building meets National Register of Historic Places criteria for significance in that it possesses 

integrity of design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association. The building is 

significant under Criterion A due to its association with Cold War science in support of the 

Laboratory’s reactor, laser isotope, and nanoscale research programs. The building was originally 

designed to be a warehouse for the Rover program. Although its footprint has been modified over the 

years to include several additions and interior laboratory spaces, this modification relates to its use a 

key laboratory facility in support of later Cold War strategic science. 
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Technical Area: 46 Associated Theme: Reactor  

Building Number: 59 Technology/Late Cold War Strategic and 

Supporting Science 

  Property Type: Laboratory/Testing 

  (2
nd

 Tier); Support 

Original Function: Rover Engineering Test Bldg. Integrity: Fair 

Current Function: Storage Core: No 

Date Constructed: 1961 Eligibility: No 

Buildings with same floorplan within TA: none 

        
View of north side Oblique view of east side 

        
View of south side Oblique view of west side 

Architectural Description: 

TA-46-59 is an oversized, one-story, rectangular-in-plan building measuring 20 ft by 30 ft with two 

small additions. The building is constructed with a concrete perimeter foundation, 6 in. interior floor 

slab, 16-ft-high painted pumice block walls, and a flat roof. The roof is constructed with 20-gauge 

steel decking covered by 12 in. of rigid insulation, with a final built-up roof system of tar and gravel. 

The roof also contains a large vent stack, smaller stack, lightning rods, and a loud speaker. The walls 

are equipped with exterior conduit, signage, and lighting. 

The north side of the building contains a 10-ft-wide roll-up door and a drive-up ramp. A small grille 

and louver are set into the wall near the upper left corner of the overhead door opening. A metal, 

flush-panel, personnel door is located on the west side of the building near the north end. A second 
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metal, flush-panel personnel door is located on the south side of the building and is sheltered by a 

metal awning. In front of the door is a 4-in.-thick concrete slab. 

Located on the south side of the building, are two, small, one-story building additions. The west 

addition (the compressor room) was constructed in 1966. It measures 6-ft 4-in. wide by 3-ft 8-in. 

deep and is constructed with painted, concrete-block walls and a flat roof. A single flush panel metal 

door with louvers is centered on the south wall. In front of the door is a 4-in.-thick concrete slab. 

Sometime after 1966, a second addition was constructed immediately to the east of the first addition. 

This addition is also constructed with painted, concrete-block walls and a flat roof. This addition has 

a single metal door as well. Mechanical equipment is located on the roof.  

Historical Background: 

TA-46-59 was built in 1961 as a small laboratory space to conduct low temperature structural testing 

in support of the Rover program. Initial equipment in the building included a compressor, work 

benches, and a 3,000-pound capacity, I-beam bridge crane. In 1966, the entire building was 

retrofitted: the roof was rebuilt, a new tile floor was installed, and new laboratory benches and cases 

were added along with a new sink, air, and gas lines (Ettinger 1962b). It was designated as a laser 

laboratory in 1995, but over the years has been primarily used to conduct pressure and electrical tests 

on programmatic equipment used elsewhere at TA-46. The building last functioned as a craft shop 

and storage area. 

Determination of Eligibility: 

This small building was a minor test facility used to support Project Rover. It is now used for storage. 

Most of its original equipment had been removed prior to recent documentation activities; however, 

the I-beam bridge crane remains. Although the building’s exterior is relatively unchanged since it 

was constructed and its overall physical integrity is good, the building was not a core research facility 

during the Rover program years or during the later Cold War years when TA-46 was a center for 

strategic science. 
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Technical Area: 46 Associated Theme: Reactor 

Building Number: 74 Technology/Late Cold War Strategic and 

Supporting Science 

  Property Type: Laboratory/Testing 

  (2
nd

 Tier) 

Original Function: Rover Test Facility Integrity: Fair  

Current Function: Storage Core: No 

Date Constructed: 1961 Eligibility: No 

Buildings with same floorplan within TA: none 

         
Oblique view of east and north sides Oblique view of north and west sides 

Architectural Description: 

TA-46-74 is a one-story building that is approximately square in plan and measures 12 ft by 10 ft. 

The building is constructed with a concrete-slab foundation, a steel-frame structure sheathed with 

corrugated metal wall panels, and a slightly sloped shed roof covered with corrugated metal panels. 

The north side of the building contains a pair of full-width metal doors.  

In 1964, a monorail was installed in the building, which is located directly behind and to the north of 

TA-46-31. At that time, the existing aluminum roof was removed and a new, sloped shed roof was 

added. The monorail set up, including a hoist and trolley, is the only remaining equipment located 

inside TA-46-74. The original doors were changed from accordion-type doors to the current full-

width doors sometime after 1983. 

Historical Background: 

The shed-like building was used to support Rover program operations and later Cold War scientific 

research. Not much is known about the specific activities conducted in the metal building, but, by its 

design and appearance, it seems to have functioned as a minor support facility used to suspend test 

components during diagnostic work. At the time of the building survey, the building was being used 

to store pallets and empty containers.  

Determination of Eligibility: 

This small, shed-like building is not historically significant and is not considered eligible for the 

Register. It has served as a storage building for several years and, even when it functioned as a test 

facility, the building played a minor role in the Cold War history of TA-46 and the Laboratory. 
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Technical Area: 46 Associated Theme: Reactor 

Technology/Late Cold War Strategic and 

Supporting Science 

Building Number: 75 Property Type: Support;  

  Laboratory/Testing (2
nd

 Tier) 

Original Function: Rover Program Warehouse 

Current Function: Miscellaneous Operations Integrity: Good 

(storage, gym space, laser work space) Core: No 

Date Constructed: 1963 Eligibility: No 

Buildings with same floorplan within TA: Yes (TA-46-76, as originally designed, is an identical building). 

        
View of  east and north Sides    View of south and east sides 

              
View of north and west side    View of west side 

Architectural Description: 

TA-46-75 is a pre-engineered metal building, manufactured by Mesco, consisting of a standard 

structural steel frame and galvanized steel, formed/corrugated, exterior roof and wall panels. The 

structure is approximately 40 ft by 100 ft with a medium-slope pitched roof and gable ends. The 

building has been well maintained and has not suffered from traffic damage as is typical of older 

metal buildings. The color is a soft gray patina, typical of older galvanized metal structures. Flat 

skylights, lightning protection, and barrel type ridge vents are visible on the metal roof. A rain gutter 

and downspout system is also incorporated into the building.  

The foundation is a standard concrete slab on grade with a perimeter footing and spot footings 

supporting the structural column and beam system. Steel girts in the roof structure and steel purlins in 

the wall structure support the steel panels. The building is insulated and interior finishes are evident. 
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The building is laid out on a general north/south orientation. The end elevations of the building are 

similar, in that each end consists of an 8 ft by 10 ft, two panel sliding steel door and a 3 ft by 7 ft 

personnel door. The side elevations have one 3 ft by 7 ft personnel door each. Several wall penetrations 

have been cut into the side walls in which small air conditioning units have been installed. 

Over the years, two lean-to type structures, approximately 10 ft by 10 ft, have been added to the 

north end and to the southeast corner of the building. Typically, these additions contain fire 

protection valve systems and mechanical equipment, such as air compressors. Other typical building 
systems are located on the exterior of the building, including panel boxes, lighting, and alarm bells.  

In 1975, a wood stud partition wall was added dividing the building into two interior spaces. A 

sliding door with a built-in pass door was installed in the new wall. This modification supported the 

building’s changing function to isotope storage. In 1983, the larger space was subdivided into three 

areas. At some unknown date, a small addition was added on the north side of the building. In 1995, 

additional subdividing of the building’s interior resulted in the addition of two more rooms. Another 

small exterior room was also added. 

Historical Background: 

TA-46-75 was built in 1963 to support the Rover program. The metal building was designed by 

Neuner & Cabaniss, Architect Engineers, Albuquerque, New Mexico. It functioned as a storage 

warehouse for raw materials, and original fixtures included specially designed graphite storage racks. 

During its use by the Rover program in the 1960s and early 1970s, the building likely stored graphite,  
uranium-235, and  uranium-238 fuel elements and possibly beryllium parts (Edmonds 1963). 

In 1975, the building was modified to store isotopes. The modifications were intended to provide an 

insulated and heated portion of the warehouse for its new isotope storage function. Since the late 

1980s, the building has functioned as a multi-use area, with laboratory storage spaces, light 

laboratory spaces, including an area for a krypton ion laser, and a space used for a wellness center 

satellite gym (LANL ER Program 1986).  

Determination of Eligibility: 

This building was used for many years as a warehouse supporting the Laboratory’s Rover reactor 

program. Although part of the building was later modified for isotope storage and other minor 

laboratory functions, it did not play a significant scientific role in the history of TA-46 or the 

Laboratory, either during Project Rover or in support of later Cold War strategic and supporting 

science programs.  
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Technical Area: 46 Associated Theme: Reactor 

Building Number: 76 Technology/Late Cold War Strategic and 

Supporting Science 

  Property Type: Support; 

  Laboratory/Testing (1
st
 Tier) 

Original Function: Rover Program Warehouse Integrity:  Good 

Current Function: Laser Chemistry Laboratory Core: Yes 

Date Constructed: 1963 Eligibility: Yes 

Buildings with same floorplan within TA: Yes (TA-46-75, as originally designed, is an identical building). 

              
View of south side View of north side 

            
View of north and west sides View of west and south sides 

               
View of east and north sides View of south and east side 
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Architectural Description: 

TA-46-76 is a pre-engineered metal building, manufactured by Mesco, consisting of a standard 

structural steel frame and galvanized steel, formed/corrugated, exterior roof and wall panels. The 

structure is approximately 40 ft by 110 ft with a medium-slope pitched roof and gable ends. The 

building has been well maintained and has not suffered from traffic damage as is typical of older 

metal buildings. The color is a soft gray patina, typical of older galvanized metal structures. Flat 

skylights, lightning protection, and barrel type ridge vents are visible on the metal roof. The roof 

supports four exhaust fans with guy wire supports and fan motor housings. A partial rain gutter and 

downspout system is also incorporated into the building at locations to protect outdoor equipment.  

The foundation is a standard concrete slab on grade with a perimeter footing and spot footings 

supporting the structural column and beam system. Steel girts in the roof structure and steel purlins in 

the wall structure support the steel panels. The building is insulated and interior finishes are evident. 

The building is laid out on a general north/south orientation. The north end of the building has 

double-panel personnel doors creating a 6-ft-wide by 7-ft-high opening. A metal panel equipment 

lean-to has also been added. A subsequent elevated heating, ventilation, and air conditioning 

(HVAC) equipment stand plus the equipment has been added. A metal lean-to has been added to the 

east elevation of the structure. Typically, these additions contain fire protection valve systems and 

mechanical equipment, such as air compressors. The south elevation of the building shows several 

additions, including; an 8 ft by 16 ft concrete block addition, which contains the fire protection 

equipment; and an 8 ft by 8 ft metal lean-to addition that is attached to the block addition. The west 

elevation also contains two mechanical equipment lean-to type structures which appear to have 

contained mechanical equipment. Other typical building systems are located on the exterior of the 

building, including panel boxes, lighting, and alarm bells.  

In 1975, dedicated laboratory rooms were added along with a shop, an equipment room, a restroom, 

and a janitor’s room. The building’s large warehouse doors were removed and their former openings 

were infilled. Pedestrian doors were installed on the north and south ends of the building to support 

the new laboratory function. Vacuum pump sheds (enclosures) were added on the east and west sides 

of the building in 1976, and, in 1977, air lock enclosures were added on the north and south sides. By 

1983, the large laboratory space on the southeast side of the building had been subdivided into two 

rooms.  

Historical Background: 

TA-46-76 was built in 1963 to support the Rover program. The metal building was designed by 

Neuner & Cabaniss, Architect Engineers, Albuquerque, New Mexico. Like TA-46-75, it originally 

functioned as a storage warehouse; however, it stored laboratory equipment, not fissionable 

materials. In 1975, after the end of the Rover program, the building was modified to function as a 

laser chemistry laboratory. The laboratory facility continued to support Cold War strategic scientific 

research at TA-46 until 2014. 

Determination of Eligibility: 

This building meets National Register of Historic Places criteria for significance in that it possesses 

integrity of design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association. The building is 

significant under Criterion A due to its association with Cold War science in support of the 

Laboratory’s reactor and laser research programs. The building was originally designed to be a 

warehouse for Project Rover. Although its footprint has been modified over the years to include 
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several additions and interior laboratory spaces, this modification relates to its use a key laser 

chemistry laboratory in support of late Cold War strategic science. 

National Register Eligibility Recommendations 

Properties Determined Eligible for the National Register of Historic Places 

Of the six Cold War-era buildings evaluated for Register eligibility in this report, two are deemed 

eligible under Criterion A (properties “associated with events that have made a significant 

contribution to the broad patterns of our history”). One building, a Cold War-era guard station, is 

recommended for eligibility under Criterion A and Criterion C (properties that “embody the 

distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction”). Historically, these properties 

supported advancements in reactor technology and various strategic and supporting science programs 

during the late Cold War, circa 1956 to 1990 at LANL. Buildings 41 and 76 at TA-46 were originally 

built as warehouses to support the Rover program. However, following the end of Project Rover in 

the early 1970s, these two buildings were remodeled for use as core laboratory buildings supporting 

laser and materials chemistry science during the late Cold War. TA-46-2, the guard station, supported 

all scientific activities at TA-46 by functioning as the main security access control point; it 

symbolizes the security and secrecy theme prevalent at Los Alamos during the Cold War years.  

Table 1 lists evaluated buildings located at TA-46 that are considered eligible for listing in the 

Register. 

Table 1. Eligible TA-46 Properties  

Property 

Number 

Use Date Associated Themes Property Type Integrity Core 

46-2 Guard Station  1955 Reactor Technology/  

Late Cold War Strategic and 

Supporting Science/Security 

Security Excellent Yes 

46-41 Rover Program 

Warehouse/ 

Laser Laboratory 

1958 Reactor Technology/  

Late Cold War Strategic and 

Supporting Science 

Support; Laboratory/ 

Testing (1st Tier) 

Good Yes 

46-76 Rover Program 

Warehouse/ 

Laser Laboratory 

1963 Reactor Technology/ 

Late Cold War Strategic and 

Supporting Science 

Support; Laboratory/ 

Testing (1st Tier)  

Good Yes 

Total Number of Eligible Properties: 3     

 

Properties Determined Not Eligible for the National Register of Historic Places 

Not all LANL properties constructed within the Laboratory’s Manhattan Project and Cold War 

periods of significance2 are historically important. In some cases, a property is of secondary or minor 

importance and does not contribute to the understanding of the key historical events or scientific 

developments that have taken place at Los Alamos. For example, some properties have served a 

purely support function and do not adequately illustrate the historical themes shaping the history of 

the Laboratory. In other cases, properties associated with significant LANL events have been 

modified to such an extent that the loss of physical integrity has impacted their status as Register-

                                                      

2
 See LANL Cultural Resources Management Plan (LANL 2006a).  
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eligible properties. The three properties listed below have functioned as second-tier test buildings and 

storage buildings during their use lives. For example, buildings 59 and 74 at TA-46 were used during 

the Rover program to test equipment components prior to their being used at main testing facilities 

located elsewhere at TA-46. After the Rover program ended, the two buildings were used for support 

functions. TA-46-75 was used for many years as a storage warehouse and then was converted to a 

second-tier, multi-purpose building with storage, light laboratory, and gym spaces.  

Table 2 lists recently reviewed properties located at TA-46 that are not eligible for listing on the 

Register.  

Table 2. Non-Eligible TA-46 Properties 

Property 

Number 

Use Date Associated Themes Property Type Integrity Core 

46-59 Rover Engineering Test 

Building/Storage 

1961 Reactor Technology/Late 

Cold War Strategic and 

Supporting Science 

Laboratory/Testing 

(2nd Tier); Support  

Fair No 

46-74 Rover Test Facility/ Storage 1961 Reactor Technology/Late 

Cold War Strategic and 

Supporting Science 

Laboratory/Testing 

(2nd Tier); Support 

Fair No 

46-75 Rover Program Warehouse/ 

Miscellaneous Operations 

1963 Reactor Technology/Late 

Cold War Strategic and 

Supporting Science 

Support; 

Laboratory/Testing 

(2nd Tier) 

Good No 

Total number of non-eligible properties: 3     

 

CONCLUSION 

Six Cold War-era buildings at TA-46 are scheduled for demolition during FY 2014 and FY 2015 as 

part of LANL’s Footprint Reduction Program activities. In compliance with the National Historic 

Preservation Act, LANL’s cultural resources staff have completed the evaluation of these potentially-

eligible historic properties. Of the six evaluated properties, TA-46-2, TA-46-41, and TA-46-76 are 

considered Register-eligible and TA-46-59, TA-46-74, and TA-46-75 are considered not eligible. 

In addition to Register evaluations, historic properties at TA-46 were assessed for their preservation 

and public interpretation potential. None of the Register-eligible properties were identified for 

permanent retention. Guard station TA-46-2, although retaining excellent physical integrity, is not a 

candidate for preservation. It is no longer needed as a checkpoint building due to recent mission 

changes at TA-46. Additionally, another LANL guard station, TA-69-1, is identical in design to TA-

46-2, and has an active function at one of the Laboratory’s main security checkpoints. Furthermore, 

similar Cold War-era guard stations, such as TA-16-1451 and TA-72-8, have already been identified 

as candidates for preservation. 

The State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) is requested to concur with the eligibility 

determinations contained in this report for the properties at TA-46. Adverse effects to Register-

eligible buildings will be resolved using standard documentation and reporting measures developed 

in consultation with the SHPO’s office (stipulated in Section 9 of the LANL Cultural Resources 

Management Plan) (LANL 2006a).  
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APPENDIX A. Historic Building Inventory Forms with Selected 
Photographs and Building Drawings for TA-46-2, -41, 
-59, -74, -75, and -76. 



lANL TA- Building # 

Camera J984231 

Frame #s JPo002SCJlthr~~ghP00029oo 
..,..,,...,.....,--,~~~~ 

Surveyor(s) S. McCarthy, J. Ronquillo, N. 

Los Alamos National Laboratory 
RMT Historic Building Survey Form 

Naranjo 

Date J5/2S/2006 

Building Name ~G~ard St~tion UTMs easting j 384165 northing J 4E+o6 zone rt'J 
Legal Description: Map JUsGS Friioles Ouad 2002 

Current Use/ Function fGuard Station 

tnsp Ji9N range [6E' sec 

Original Use/ Function JG~a;d st~ti~~ ---

Date (estimated) ri9ss Date (actual) J"1955 Property Type rs~~~rlty 

Type of Construction 

Pre-Fabricated Metal D Steel Frame D Wood Frame li2i CMU D Reinforced Concrete D 

Other Type of Construction # of Stories r - 1 

Exterior CMU·Exterior D Reinforced Concrete-Exterior D Steel (galvanized) D Steel (corrugated) D 

Wood Siding li2J Asbestos Shingles-Exterior D In-Fill Panels D Other-Exterior Painted wood 
siding. 

Exterior Treatment (painted, stuccoed, etc) 

Exterior Features (docks, speakers, lights, signs1 etc) Exterior building elements Include wall-mounted 
style light fixtures at exterior conduit, signage, and 
a fire extinguisher. The roof Is equipped with 
lightning rods, roof-mounted lights, and an antenna. 

Addition CMU-Addition D Reinforced Concrete-Addition D Steel (galvanized)- Addition D 

Steel (corrugated)-Addition D Asbestos Shingles-Addition D Other- Addition 

Exterior Treatment-Addition 

Exterior Features-Addition 

Roof Form Slanted/Shed D GableD Other Roof Type Jflat 

Degree of Pitch/ Slope jslight _____ _ 

Wood D 

Roof Materials Corrugated Metal D Rolled Asphalt D Asbestos Shingles D 4-Piy Built Up D 

Window Type 

Other Roof Materials Wood joists with tongue and groove wood decking finished with 
built-up tar and gravel roofing system. 

Casement D Single Hung Sash D Double Hung Sash li2i Fixed Window li2i 
Other Window Type jti"opp~r 

7 

#of Each Window Type/ Comments f.W7:"es"'t-: "2'-ofie'xe-d7'"'w7'in"'d:-ow"""'"s-w~it"'h-re~fi:'"e-ct~iv-e-g":"la-s-s"':. S;:"o~u'::th_:_d:"o-u:Cble'e"::-h~u=n=g
window with exterior screen and a fixed window with reflective 
glass. East: hopper-style window and a double-hung wood 



~~:~~~~~-Nor\11: adoullle:ht.Jn9 wooifwindow nanked by 2 fixed 

Glass Type Clear [J Wire Glass D Opaque D Painted Glass D Glass Block D 

Light Pattern j1 ~ver.l or single light 

Door Type Personnel Door Types Exterior Fire Door D Single liZi Double D Roll-up D 
Hollow Metal liZi Solid Wood D 1/2 Glazed liZi 
Louvered D Painted [;{] 

Sliding D 
Paneled D 

Interior Fire Door D Single D Double D Roll-up D Sliding D 
Hollow Metal liZi Solid Wood D 1/2 Glazed D Paneled D 
Louvered D Painted liZi 

Equipment Door Types Exterior Fire Door D Single [] Double D Roll-up D Sliding D 
Hollow Metal D Solid Wood D 1/2 Glazed D Paneled D 
Louvered D Painted D 

Interior 

# of Each Door Type/Comments: 

Fire Door D Single D Double D Roll-up D Sliding D 

Hollow Metal D Solid Metal D 1/2 Glazed D Paneled D 
Louvered D Painted D 

Interior Wall Gypsum Board liZ] Reinforced Concrete- Interior D 

CMU- Interior D Plywood D other- Interior 

In-Wall Electrical Wiring D On-Wall Electrical Wiring D 

Ceiling Drop Ceiling D 

Interior Comments (Equipment, etc) 

Degree of Remodeling junknown/N~n~ 

Condition Excellent D Good liZi Fair D Deteriorating D Contaminated D Burned D 

Associated Building liZi 

If yes, list building names and #s 

Integrity !Excellent 

Remainder of buildings in technical 
area. 

Significance ~rE"'-Ii"'g"ib71e---------------

Eiigible Under Criterion A liZi B D c liZ] D D Not Eligible [] 

DOE Themes 

Nuclear Weapon Components D 
and Assembly 

Nuclear Weapon Design D 
and Testing 

Nuclear Propulsion liZi 

Peaceful Uses: Plowshare, liZi Energy and liZ] 
Nuclear Medicine1 Nuclear 
Energy, Nuclear Science 

LANL Themes 

Environment: Research 
and Design Projects 

Weapons Research and Design, Testing, and Stockpile Support D 

Reactor Technology liZ] Biomedical/Health Physics D 

Super Computing D 

Strategic and Supporting Research liZi 

Page 2 



Environment/Waste Management D Administration and Social History [iii] Architectural History D 

Recommendations/ Additional Comments 

Architectural Features (elevations) The Guard Station is constructed as a one-story square in plan building 
measuring 14ft by 14ft in size. The building is constructed with a raised 
reinforced concrete foundation and 5-in. floor slab. A concrete apron is located 
on the west side. The wood framed walls are sheathed with painted asbestos
cement board siding. The /ow-pitched shed roof is constructed with wood joists, 
topped with tongue and groove wooden boards and finished with a built-up tar 
and gravel roofing system and a 3-ft overhang. A single painted, hollow metal 
entry door with wire %-glazing is located on the building's west side. The 
building Is equipped with several windows. The west elevation is equipped with 
I:Yio, fixed, wood-frame window with reflective glass. The south side has a 
double-hung1 wood window with exterior screen as well as a fixed, wood frame 
window with reflective glass. The east side contains a double-hung, wood 
window as well as a hopper-style window and, the north side has a double
hung, wood window flanked by two fixed1 wood-frame windows with reflective 
glass. 

Total sq ft h74 Net Architect/ Builder jslack & Veatch 

Alterations Building moved within the technical area in the mid 1960s from a nearby 
location approximately 375 feet northeast of its present localton. 

List of Drawings (Cntrl + Enter for para break) 

ENG·C 18092 
Sheet 24 of 90 
WA-2, TA·46 (TA-46·2) 
Guard Station 
WA Laboratory, Architectural 
Plans, Elevations, Sections & Details 
April 20, 1954 

AB552 
Sheet 1 of 1 
TA·46·2 
Guard House 
Architectural: Record Floor Plan 
October 16, 1995 
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LANL TA· Building # 146-0041 

Camera (984231 

Frame #s Jr;;.;;,2<l22 thr~ugh Pooo:i92s 

r::-7=~;-::'::"=~-Surveyor(s) s. McCarthy, J. Ronquillo, N. 

Los Alamos National Laboratory 
RMT Historic Building Survey Form 

Naranjo 

Date JS/25/2006 

Building Name Laser Isotope Separation Support UTMs easting J 384348 northing ~- 4E+06 zone fl3 
Facility 

Legal Description: Map J USGS Friioles Ouad 2002 tnsp li9ri range 16E- sec r 
Current Use/ Function !chemistry & Materl~l S~ience Original Use/ Function Rover Program Warehouse/Laser Isotope 

Separation Support Facility 

Date (estimated) J1958 Date (actual) f19S8m Property Type ls~pp~rt 

Type of Construction 

Pre-Fabricated Metal ~ Steel Frame ~ Wood Frame 0 CMU 0 Reinforced Concrete 0 

other Type of Construction #of Stories 1 

Foundation Jconcrete Slab 

Exterior CMU-Exterior 0 

Wood Siding 0 

Reinforced Concrete-Exterior 0 Steel (galvanized) ~ Steel (corrugated) 0 

Asbestos Shingles-Exterior 0 In-Fill Panels 0 Other-Exterior r 
Exterior Treatment (painted, stuccoed, etc) 

Exterior Features (docks, speakers, lights, signs, etc) Additional building equipment includes lights, 
signage, wall~mounted conduit, and two gas bottle 
storage areas. The roof Is further equipped with 
lightning rods, and large vent stacks. 

Addition CMU-Addition ~ Reinforced Concrete-Addition 0 Steel (galvanized)- Addition 0 

Steel (corrugated)-Addition ~ Asbestos Shingles-Addition 0 other- Addition r 
Exterior Treatment-Addition 

Exterior Features-Addition Combination of painted CMU and corrugated metal panels. 

Roof Form Slanted/Shed 0 Gable ~ Other Roof Type 

Degree of Pitch/ Slope r M~de;ai~ --

Wood 0 

Roof Materials Corrugated Metal ~ 

other Roof Materials 

Rolled Asphalt 0 Asbestos Shingles 0 4-Piy Built Up 0 

Window Type casement 0 Single Hung Sash 0 Double Hung Sash 0 Fixed Window 0 
other Window Type 

#of Each Window Type/ Comments JNone -

Glass Type Clear 0 Wire Glass 0 Opaque 0 Painted Glass 0 Glass Block 0 



Light Pattern 

Door Type Personnel Door Types Exterior Fire Door D Single D Double li?l Roll-up D Sliding D 

Hollow Metal li?l Solid Wood D 1/2 Glazed li?l Paneled D 

Lowered D Painted li?l 

Interior Fire Door D Single D Double D Roll-up D Sliding D 

Hollow Metal D Solid Wood D 1/2 Glazed [] Paneled D 

Lowered D Painted [] 

Equipment Door Types Exterior Fire Door D Single li?l Double D Roll-up D Sliding D 

Hollow Metal li?l Solid Wood D 1/2 Glazed D Paneled D 

Lowered D Painted li?l 

Interior Fire Door D Single [] DoubleD Roll-up D Sliding D 

# of Each Door Type/Comments: 

Hollow Metal D Solid Metal D 1/2 Glazed D Paneled D 

Lowered D Painted D 

North: 2 single hollow-metal painted doors with 1/2 glazing and 2 pairs painted 
hollow-metal doors with 1/2 glazing; East: 2 pairs painted hollow-metal doors one 
of which has 1/2 glazing; West: 1 pair painted hollow-metal doors with 1/2 glazing 

Interior Wall Gypsum Board [iii] Reinforced Concrete- Interior li?l 

CMU- Interior D Plywood D Other- Interior 

In-Wall Electrical Wiring D On-Wall Electrical Wiring D 

Ceiling Drop Ceiling D 

Interior Comments (Equipment, etc) 

Degree of Remodeling !Moderate 

Condition Excellent [] Good li?l Fair [] Deteriorating D Contaminated D Burned D 

Associated Building D 

If yes, list building names and #s Remainder of buildings in technical 

Integrity jGood 
area. 

Significance !Eligible 

Eligible Under Criterion A li?l B D c D D D Not Eligible D 

DOE Themes 

Nuclear Weapon Components D 
and Assembly 

Peaceful Uses: Plowshare, li?l 
Nuclear Medicine, Nuclear 
Energy, Nuclear Science 

LANL Themes 

Nuclear Weapon Design D 
and Testing 

Energy and D 
Environment: Research 
and Design Projects 

Nuclear Propulsion li?l 

Weapons Research and Design, Testing, and Stockpile Support D Super Computing D 

Reactor Technology [iii] Biomedical/Health Physics D Strategic and Supporting Research li?l 

Environment/Waste Management D Administration and Social History D Architectural History D 

Page 2 



Recommendations/ Additional Comments 

Architectural Features (elevations) TA·46-41 is an oversized one-story, high bay building that is primarily 
rectangular in plan and measures 101-ft·long by 40-ft-wide. The Butler-type, 
metal building is constructed with a concrete perimeter foundation and 6 in. 
floor slab, steel framed walls sheathed with corrugated galvanized steel panels, 
and a medium pitched front gable roof. The gable roof is constructed with steel 
beams also covered with corrugated galvanized steel panels. The building was 
originally equipped with two 10-ft-wide by 13-ft- high single, sliding metal 
doors. Today, both of the doors have been removed. The west end now 
contains a pair of painted, hollow-metal doors with 1/2-giazing set into the 
original sliding door opening. The east end is also equipped with a pair of 
painted hollow-metal doors with 112-glazing; however, this is offset to the north 
side. 

Total sq ft ls.739 G~~ss Architect/ Builder I Neuner & cabaniss Architects Engineers 

Alterations In 1976, a small equipment room was constructed on the southeast corner 
and a pump room was constructed on the northwest corner of the building. 
Both of the additions are constructed with concrete foundations, 6 in. 
concrete floor slabs, painted concrete block walls, and low-pitched shed roofs 
with steel !-beams, decking, and a built-up tar and gravel roofing system. A 
pair of painted, hollow-metal doors accesses the equipment room while a 
single painted, hollow-metal door with 'h-glazing accesses the pump room. 

Since 1976, the building has undergone several more modifications and 
additions. A rectangular-in-plan, corrugated metal addition with a low
pitched, corrugated metal roof is centered on the north side adjacent to the 
pump room. Access into this addition is possible through a pair of painted, 
hollow-metal with v,-glazing doors. To the east of this metal addition Is 
another small, painted, concrete block addition with a low-pitched shed roof. 
A fifth addition is located on the south side of the building. This addition is 
also constructed with a concrete floor slab and has painted, concrete-block 
walls with a low-pitched roof. 

List of Drawings (Cntrl + Enter for para break) 

ENG-C 22766 
Sheet 1 of 2 
WA-41 (TA-46-41) 
Warehouse TA-46 
Location & Floor Plan 
1958? 

ENG-C43072 
Sheet C-2 {3 of 19) 
Bldg. WA-41, TA-46 (TA-46-41) 
Laser Isotope Separation 
Civil: Floor Plan1 Details 
February 17, 1977 

AB303 
Sheet 1 of 1 
TA-46-41 
Laser Isotope Support Facility 
Record Floor Plan 
July 1, 1994 
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LANL TA- Building # J46-0059 

camera j!l94231 

Frame #s Jrooo29is thr~ugh roiJo2921 

~=~~~--::'"-Surveyor(s) S. Mccarthy, J. Ronquillo, N. 

Los Alamos National Laboratory 
RMT Historic Building Survey Form 

Naranjo 

Date ls/isi2oo6 

Building Name I Laser Building UTMs easting j3s4267 northing r4E+06 zone r 1:i 

tnsp [19N range J61: sec ~-Legal Description: Map lus<is Friiole~ ouad 2002 

Current Use/ Function ~-St~~~g~- Original Use/ Function JR.o~er Engineering Test buHdlng 

Date (estimated) J1961 Date (actual) J 1961 Property Type flabo;~tory/Processing 

Type of Construction 

Pre-Fabricated Metal D Steel Frame D Wood Frame D CMU I>Zl Reinforced Concrete D 

Other Type of Construction # of Stories J 1 

Foundation jcon~r~te slabd 

Exterior CMU-Exterior 0 

Wood Siding D 

Reinforced Concrete-Exterior D Steel (galvanized) D Steel (corrugated) D 

Asbestos Shingles-Exterior D 

~P~i~ted. Exterior Treatment (painted, stuccoed, etc) 

In-Fill Panels D 

Exterior Features (docks, speakers, lights, signs, etc) lights, speakers, conduit, signage, lightning rods, 
vent stacks. 

Addition CMU-Addition [;2] Reinforced Concrete-Addition D Steel (galvanized)- Addition D 

Steel (corrugated)-Addition D 

Exterior Treatment-Addition I Painted 

Asbestos Shingles-Addition D Other- Addition ~-

Wood 0 

~~=-~~~~~~~~~~~~~----~~ 
Exterior Features-Addition Each addition contains a single door and a flat roof. 

Roof Form Slanted/Shed D Gable D other Roof Type JFiat --

Degree of Pitch/ Slope I slight 

Roof Materials Corrugated Metal D Rolled Asphalt D Asbestos Shingles D 4-Piy Built Up D 

Window Type 

other Roof Materials I steel decking covered by rigid insulation ~~d built:~P roof systerll. 

casement D Single Hung Sash D Double Hung Sash D Fixed Window D 
other Window Type 

# of Each Window Type/ Comments r None 

Glass Type Clear D Wire Glass D Opaque D Painted Glass D Glass Block D 

Light Pattern r 
Door Type Personnel Door Types Exterior Fire Door D Single I>Zl Double D Roll-up D Sliding D 



Interior 

Hollow Metal D Solid Wood D 1/2 Glazed D 
Lowered D Painted ~ 

Paneled D 

Fire Door D Single D Double D Roll-up D Sliding D 
Hollow Metal D Solid Wood D 1/2 Glazed D Paneled D 
Lowered D Painted D 

Equipment Door Types Exterior Fire Door D Single ~ Double D Roll-up I~ Sliding D 
Hollow Metal D Solid Wood D 1/2 Glazed D Paneled D 
Lowered D Painted ~ 

# of Each Door Type/Comments: 

Interior Fire Door D Single D Double D Roll-up D Sliding D 

Hollow Metal D Solid Metal [] 1/2 Glazed D Paneled D 
Lowered D Painted D 

Single roll·up door on north side, single personnel door on west and south sides, 
single access door into each of the hvo additions on south side. 

Interior Wall Gypsum Board D Reinforced Concrete· Interior D 

CMU· Interior D Plywood D Other· Interior 

In-Wall Electrical Wiring D On-Wall Electrical Wiring D 

Ceiling Drop Ceiling D 

Interior Comments (Equipment, etc) 

Degree of Remodeling rModerate 

Condition Excellent D Good ~ Fair D Deteriorating D Contaminated D Burned D 

Associated Building ~ 

If yes, list building names and #s 

Integrity jFair 

Significance 

Remainder of buildings within 
technical area. 

Eligible Under Criterion A D B D c D D [] 

DOE Themes 

Nuclear Weapon Components D 
and Assembly 

Nuclear Weapon Design D 
and Testing 

Not Eligible ~ 

Nuclear Propulsion ~ 

Peaceful Uses: Plowshare, ~ Energy and [] 
Nudear Medicine, Nuclear 
Energy, Nuclear Science 

LANL Themes 

Environment: Research 
and Design Projects 

Weapons Research and Design, Testing, and Stockpile Support D 

Reactor Technology ~ Biomedical/Health Physics [] 

Super Computing D 

Strategic and Supporting Research ~ 

Environment/Waste Management D Administration and Social History [] Architectural History D 

Recommendations/ Additional Comments I 
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Architectural Features (elevations) TA-46-59 is an oversized, one-story rectangular-in-plan building measuring 20 ft 
by 30 ft with two small additions. The building is constructed with a concrete 
perimeter foundation, a 6 in. interior floor slab, 16~ft-high painted pumice block 
walls, and a flat roof. The roof is constructed with a 20-guage steel decking 
covered by 12 in. of rigid insulation, with a final built-up roof system of tar and 
gravel. The roof also contains a large vent stack, smaller stack, lightning rods, 
and a loud speaker. The walls are equipped with exterior conduit, slgnage, and 
lighting. 

The north side of the building contains a 10-ft-wide roll-up door and a drive-up 
ramp. A small grille and louver are set into the wall near the upper left corner 
of the overhead door opening. A metal, flush-panel, personnel door is located 
on the west side of the building near the north end. A second flush-panel 
personnel door is located on the south side of the building and sheltered by a 
metal awning. In front of the door Is a 4-in.-thick concrete slab. 

Total sq ft jsss N~t Architect/ Builder Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory Engineering Department 

Alterations Located on the south side of the building, are two small one-story building 
additions. The west addition (the compressor room) was constructed in 
1966. It measures 6-ft 4-in. wide by 3-ft 8-in. deep and is constructed with 
painted, concrete-block walls and a flat roof. A single flush-panel metal door 
with louvers Is centered on the south wall. In front of the door is a 4-in.
thick concrete slab. Sometime after 19661 a second addition was 
constructed immediately to the east of the first addition. This addition is also 
constructed with painted, concrete-block walls and a flat roof. This addition 
has a single metal door as well. Mechanical equipment is located on the roof. 

List of Drawings (Cntrl + Enter for para break) 

ENG-C 23345 
Sheet 1 of 5 
Bldg. WA-59, TA-46 (TA-46-59) 
Engineering Test Facility 
Location Plans &. General Notes 
Floor Plan, Elevations, Arch. Details 
April10, 1961 

ENG-C 32340 
Sheet 1 of3 
Bldg. WA-59, TA-46 (TA-46-59) 
Modifications to Building WA-59 
Architectural Plans, Elevations & Notes 
November 7, 1966 

AB467 
Sheet 1 of 1 
TA-46-59 
Laser Lab 
As-Built Record Floor Plan 
July 12, 1995 
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TA-46-59 North and East sides 

 
 
 

 
TA-46-59 West and South sides 



    
TA-46-59 South and East sides 

 
 
 

 
TA-46-59 East and North sides 



lANL TA- Building # 

camera J9s'4231 

Frame #s IP0002938 th~o~gh POOIJ2939-

E":'~~:-;:-~~-
Surveyor(s) s. McCarthy, J. Ronquillo, N. 

Los Alamos National Laboratory 
RMT Historic Building Survey Form 

Building Name ji'estFa~ilitY -

Legal Description: Map !UsGS Friioles Ouad 2002 

Current Use/ Function I Storage 

UTMs easting r 384436 

Original Use/ Function 

Naranjo 

Date js/25/2006 

northing 4E+06 zone r13 
tnsp JlcJN range j6"E sec I 

)Rover Test Facility 

Date (estimated) Jl961 -- Date (actual) ji961 Property Type fi.ab~;atOrY/Processing --

Type of Construction 

Pre-Fabricated Metal ~ Steel Frame ~ Wood Frame D CMU D Reinforced Concrete D 

Other Type of Construction # of Stories r 1 

Foundation fCo'ncrete Slab-

Exterior CMU-Exterior D 

Wood Siding D 

Reinforced Concrete-Exterior D Steel (galvanized) D Steel (corrugated) ~ 

Asbestos Shingles-Exterior D In-Fill Panels D Other-Exterior 1 

Exterior Treatment (painted, stuccoed, etc) 

Exterior Features (docks, speakers, lights, signs1 etc) jsignage 

Addition CMU-Addition 0 Reinforced Concrete-Addition D Steel (galvanized)- Addition D Wood D 

Steel (corrugated)-Addition D Asbestos Shingles-Addition D Other- Addition ~--

Exterior Treatment~Addition 

Exterior Features-Addition 

Roof form Slanted/Shed ~ Gable D Other Roof Type 

Degree of Pitch/ Slope jslight-

Roof Materials Corrugated Metal D 

Other Roof Materials 

Rolled Asphalt D Asbestos Shingles D 4-Piy Built Up D 

Window Type casement D Single Hung Sash D Double Hung Sash D Fixed Window D 
Other Window Type ~-

#of Each Window Type/ Comments "fN,"'~~n~e~~~~---------=------

Giass Type Clear D Wire Glass D Opaque D Painted Glass D Glass Block D 

Light Pattern 

Door Type Personnel Door Types Exterior Fire Door D Single D Double D Roll-up D Sliding D 



Interior 

Hollow Metal D Solid Wood D 1/2 Glazed D 
Louvered D Painted D 

Paneled D 

Fire Door D · Single D Double D Roll-up D Sliding D 
Hollow Metal D Solid Wood D 1/2 Glazed D Paneled D 
Louvered D Painted D 

Equipment Door Types Exterior Fire Door D Single D Double ~ Roll-up D Sliding D 
Hollow Metal D Solid Wood D 1/2 Glazed D Paneled D 
Louvered D Painted D 

# of Each Door Type/Comments: 

Interior Fire Door D Single D Double D Roll-up D Sliding D 

Hollow Metal [] Solid Metal D 1/2 Glazed D Paneled D 
Louvered D Painted D 

(A pair of full-width st~ei-doors on north side. 

Interior Wall Gypsum Board D Reinforced Concrete- Interior D 

CMU- Interior D Plywood D Other~ Interior 

In-Wall Electrical Wiring D On-Wall Electrical Wiring D 

Ceiling Drop Ceiling D 

Interior Comments (Equipment, etc) 

Degree of Remodeling fiirlor-

Condition Excellent D Good D Fair ~ Deteriorating D Contaminated D Burned D 

Associated Building ~ 

If yes, list building names and #s 

Integrity jFai~--

Remainder of buildings within 
technical area. 

Significance rr:-N':"-~--~":'e ___ -~=-----------~ 

Eligible Under Criterion A D B D c D D D Not Eligible ~ 

DOE Themes 

Nuclear Weapon Components D 
and Assembly 

Peaceful Uses: Plowshare, ~] 
Nuclear Medicine, Nuclear 
Energy, Nuclear Science 

LANL Themes 

Nuclear Weapon Design D 
and Testing 

Energy and D 
Environment: Research 
and Design Projects 

Nuclear Propulsion ~ 

Weapons Research and Design, Testing, and Stockpile Support D Super Computing D 

Reactor Technology ~ Biomedical/Health Physics D Strategic and Supporting Research ~ 

Environment/Waste Management D Administration and Social History D Architectural History D 

Recommendations/ Additional Comments r· -
Architectural Features (elevations) TA-46-74 Is an oversized one-story building that Is approximately square In plan 

measuring 12 ft by 10 ft. The building is constructed with a concrete slab 
foundation, steel frame structure sheathed with corrugated metal wall panels, 

Page 2 



Total sq ft r:r1c:l':'S7N"'et~~~~ 

land a slightly sloped shed roof also covered with corrugated metal panels. The 
north side of the building contains a pair of full·width metal doors. 

Architect/ Builder Los Alamos Sceintific Laboratory Engineertng Department 

Alterations In 1964 a monorail was Installed in the building. The original accordion-type 
doors were changed to the current full·width doors sometime after 1983. 

List of Drawings (Cntrl + Enter for para break) 

ENG·C 28437 
Sheet 1 of 1 
Bldg WA-74, TA-46 (TA-46-74) 
Monorail Installation 
Structural: Plans & Sections 
May 25,1964 

ENG-R 2904 
Sheet 1 of 1 
Bldg. WA-74, TA-46 (TA-46-74) 
Test Facility 
Floor Plan 
October 24, 1983 
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TA-46-74 East and North sides 

 
 
 

 
TA-46-74 North and West sides 



LANL TA· Building# 

camera JOi-IP GroupCam~r~H 

Frame #s IIMG_0095 through IMGj099 

Surveyor(s) I"'K"'. ":::To_w_e_ry--an-d"'K"'.-:H"'o-nl'"g----

Los Alamos National Laboratory 
RMT Historic Building Survey Form 

Date j6/S/2014 

Building Name jw~;~t1o~;;, UTMs easting r :iS4250 northing 4E+06 zone ri) 

Legal Description: Map lusGSFriioies o~ad 2002-

Current Use/ Function Miscellaneous Operations 

tnsp ji9f'l range FiE" sec r 
(storage, gym space, laser work 
space) 

Original Use/ Function )Rover Program Warehouse 

Date (estimated) 11963 Date (actual) j1963 Property Type !support 

Type of Construction 

Pre-Fabricated Metal ~ Steel Frame D Wood Frame D CMU D Reinforced Concrete D 

Other Type of Construction 

Foundation jconcrete Slab 

Steel frame & galvanized steel, formed/corrugated, 
extedrior roof and wail panels. 

# of Stories r 1 

Exterior CMU-Exterior D 

Wood Siding D 

Reinforced Concrete-Exterior D Steel (galvanized) ~ Steel (corrugated) ~ 

Asbestos Shingles-Exterior D In-Fill Panels D Other-Exterior 

Exterior Treatment (painted, stuccoed, etc) jsoft gray patina color 

Exterior Features (docks, speakers, lights, signs1 etc) Flat skylights, lightning protection, and barrel type 
ridge vents on roof. A rain gutter and downspout 
system is also Incorporated into the building. Other 
building features include panel boxes, lighting, and 
alarm bells. 

Addition CMU-Addition D Reinforced Concrete-Addition D Steel (galvanized)- Addition ~ 

Steel ( corrugated)-Addition D Asbestos Shingles-Addition D Other- Addition 

Wood D 

Exterior Treatment-Addition 2 lean-to type structures have been added one on the north side and the other on the east 
side. 

Exterior Features-Addition 

Roof form Slanted/Shed D Gable ~ other Roof Type 

Degree of Pitch/ Slope j Moderate 

Roof Materials Corrugated Metal ~ 

other Roof Materials 

Roiled Asphalt D Asbestos Shingles D 

Window Type Casement D Single Hung Sash D Double Hung Sash D 
Other Window Type 

#of Each Window Type/ Comments JNone 

4-Piy Built Up D 

Fixed Window D 



Glass Type Clear 0 Wire Glass 0 Opaque 0 Painted Glass 0 Glass Block 0 

Light Pattern r 
Door Type Personnel Door Types Exterior Fire Door 0 Single~ Double 0 Roll-up 0 Sliding 0 

Hollow Metal ~ Solid Wood[] 1/2 Glazed 0 Paneled 0 
Louvered 0 Painted 0 

Interior Fire Door 0 Single 0 Double 0 Roll-up 0 Sliding 0 
Hollow Metal 0 Solid Wood 0 1/2 Glazed 0 Paneled 0 
Louvered 0 Painted 0 

Equipment Door Types Exterior Fire Door 0 Single 0 Double 0 Roll-up 0 Sliding ~ 

Hollow Metal 0 Solid Wood 0 1/2 Glazed 0 Paneled~ 

Louvered 0 Painted 0 

Interior Fire Door 0 Single 0 Double 0 Roll-up 0 Sliding 0 

Hollow Metal 0 Solid Metal 0 1/2 Glazed 0 
Louvered 0 Painted 0 

# of Each Door Type/Comments: 1-f;:,~, 2-panel slidl~g ~te~ld~ors and 4 si~gl~ hollow ;;;~taiperson~el d~;r~. 

Interior Wall Gypsum Board 0 Reinforced Concrete- Interior 0 

CMU- Interior 0 Plywood 0 Other- Interior 

In-Wall Electrical Wiring 0 On-Wall Electrical Wiring 0 

Ceiling Drop Ceiling 0 

Interior Comments (Equipment, etc) 

Degree of Remodeling jModerate 

Condition Excellent 0 Good ~ Fair 0 Deteriorating 0 Contaminated [] Burned 0 

Associated Building ~ 

If yes, list building names and #s 

Integrity !Good 

Remainder of buildings within 
technical area. 

Significance tjN07o_n_e----~=--======-==~ 

Eligible Under Criterion A 0 B 0 c O D 0 

DOE Themes 

Nuclear Weapon Components 0 
and Assembly 

Nuclear Weapon Design 0 
and Testing 

Not Eligible ~ 

Nuclear Propulsion ~ 

Peaceful Uses: Plowshare, ~ Energy and 0 
Nuclear Medicine, Nuclear 
Energy, Nuclear Science 

LANL Themes 

Environment: Research 
and Design Projects 

Weapons Research and Design, Testing, and Stockpile Support 0 

ReactorTechnology ~ Biomedical/Health Physics 0 

Super Computing 0 

Strategic and Supporting Research ~ 

Environment/Waste Management 0 Administration and Social History 0 Architectural History 0 

Page 2 
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Recommendations/ Additional Comments ~~ 

Architectural Features (elevations) 

Total sq ft j4oo3 Net 

The building is laid out on a general north/south orientation. The end elevations 
of the building are similar, in that each end consists of an 8 tt x 10 tt, two panel 
sliding steel door and a 3ft x 7ft personnel door. The side elevations have one 
3 tt by 7 tt personnel door each. Several wall penetrations have been cut into 
the side walls In which small air conditioning units have been Installed. 

Architect/ Builder Neuner & Cabaniss Architect Engineers, Albuquerque, 
New Mexico 

Alterations Over the years, two lean-to type structures, approximately 10 tt by 10 tt, 
have been added to the north end and to the southeast corner of the 
building. Typically, these additions contain fire protection valve systems and 
mechanical equipment, such as air compressors. 

In 1975, a wood stud partition wall was added dividing the building into two 
interior spaces. A sliding door with a built-in pass door was installed in the 
new wall. This modification supported tihe building's changing function to 
isotope storage. In 1983, the larger space was subdivided into three areas. 
At some unknown date, a small addition was added on the north side of the 
building. In 1995, additional subdividing of the building's Interior resulted in 
the addition of two more rooms. Another small exterior room was also added. 

List of Drawings (Cntrl + Enter for para break) 

ENG·C30931 
Building WA-75, TA-46 (TA-46-75) 
Rover Program ~ Storage Facilities 
TA-3, TA-18, TA-46 
Architectural 
Plans, Elevations & Details 
August 27, 1963 

ENG-C 42777 
Sheet C-1 (1 of 4) 
Bldg. WA-75, TA-46 (TA-46-75) 
TA-46-75 
Isotope Storage 
Civil: Plans, Sections, Dets. 
March 13, 1975 

AB390 
Sheet 1 of 1 
TA-46·75 
As-built Record Floor Plan · 
Laboratory Storage 
June 7, 1995 
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TA-46-75 East and North sides 

 
 
 

 
TA-46-75 North and West sides 



 
TA-46-75West side 

 
 
 

 
TA-46-75 South and East sides 



LANL TA- Building # 

camera Joi:if> Group Camera 

Frame #s jir.i<:ijos? through IMG_oo94--

surveyor(s) J"i<"'. "'T'"'ow_e_ry.,...an-d~K::-:-;H::o'c:~ic:g----

Los Alamos National Laboratory 
RMT Historic Building Survey Form 

Date j"6/5/2014 

Building Name JL;ser Laboratory- UTMs easting I 384284 northing 4E+06 zone r 13 

Legal Description: Map JUSGS FriJoles Quad 2002 tnsp j19N range J6E sec J-

Current Use/ Function f'-aser Chemistry Labor~tory Original use; Function rrrc;ver Progr~m--W8~€h~~~~ --

Date (estimated) J1963 Date (actual) J1963 Property Type !support 

Type of Construction 

Pre-Fabricated Metal ~ Steel Frame 0 Wood Frame D CMU D Reinforced Concrete D 

Other Type of Construction Steel frame & galvanized steel framed/corrugated 
exterior roof and wall panels 

#of Stories 1 

Exterior CMU-Extertor 0 

Wood Siding D 

Reinforced Concrete-Exterior D Steel (galvanized) ~ Steel (corrugated) ~ 

Asbestos Shingles-Exterior [] In-Fill Panels D other-Exterior j 

Exterior Treatment (painted1 stuccoed, etc) rsott gr~y patina color 

Exterior Features (docks1 speakers, lights, signs, etc) Flat skylights, lightning protection, and barrel type 
ridge vents, & four exhaust fans are on roof. A 
partial rain gutter and downspout system is also 
incorporated into the building. Other building 
features include panel boxes, lighting1 and alarm 
bells. 

Addition CMU-Addition ~ Reinforced Concrete-Addition D Steel (galvanized)- Addition ~ 

Steel ( corrugated)-Addition D Asbestos Shingles-Addition D other- Addition ~--

Exterior Treatment-Addition 

Wood D 

Exterior Features-Addition Metal panel lean-to additions on each side of the building, a CMU addition on the south side. 

Roof form Slanted/Shed D Gable~ Other Roof Type 

Degree of Pitch/ Slope jr.ioder~t~-

Roof Materials Corrugated Metal ~ 

other Roof Materials 

Rolled Asphalt D Asbestos Shingles D 

Window Type casement D Single Hung Sash D Double Hung Sash D 
other Window Type 

#of Each Window Type/ Comments JNone-

4-Piy Built Up D 

Fixed Window D 

Glass Type Clear D Wire Glass D Opaque D Painted Glass D Glass Block D 



Light Pattern 

Door Type Personnel Door Types Exterior Fire Door D Single D Double li2l Roll-up D 

Hollow Metal li2l Solid Wood D 1/2 Glazed D 

Louvered D Painted D 

Sliding D 

Paneled D 

Interior Fire Door D Single li2l Double li2l Roll-up D Sliding D 

Hollow Metal li2l Solid Wood D 1/2 Glazed D Paneled D 

Louvered D Painted li2l 

Equipment Door Types Extertor Fire Door D SingleD Double D Roll-up D Sliding D 

Hollow Metal D Solid Wood D 1/2 Glazed D Paneled D 

Louvered D Painted D 

Interior Fire Door D SingleD DoubleD Roll-up D Sliding D 

Hollow Metal D Solid Metal D 1/2 Glazed D Paneled D 

Louvered D Painted D 

# of Each Door Type/Comments: Js pairs of exterior double pedestrtan doors. 

Interior Wall Gypsum Board li2l Reinforced Concrete- Interior [] 

CMU- Intertor 0 Plywood D Other- Intertor 

In-Wall Electrical Wirtng [] On-Wall Electrical Wirtng [] 

Ceiling Drop Ceiling D 

Interior Comments (Equipment, etc) 

Degree of Remodeling jModerate 

Condition Excellent D Good li2l Fair D Deteriorating D Contaminated [] Burned D 

Associated Building li2l 

If yes, list building names and #s 

Integrity !Good 

Significance jEiiglble 

Remainder of buildings within 
technical area. 

Eligible Under Criterion A li2l B D c D D D 

DOE Themes 

Nuclear Weapon Components D 
and Assembly 

Nuclear Weapon Design D 
and Testing 

Not Eligible D 

Nuclear Propulsion li2l 

Peaceful Uses: Plowshare, li2l 
Nudear Medicine, Nuclear 
Energy, Nuclear Science 

Energy and D 
Environment: Research 
and Design Projects 

LANL Themes 

Weapons Research and Design, Testing, and Stockpile Support D Super Computing D 

Reactor Technology !i2l Biomedical/Health Physics D Strategic and Supporting Research li2l 

Environment/Waste Management D Administration and Social History D Architectural History D 

Recommendations/ Additional Comments 
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Architectural Features (elevations) The building Is laid out on a general north/south orientation. The north end of 
the building has double-panel personnel doors creating a 6-ft-wide by 7-ft-high 
opening. A metal panel equipment lean-to has also been added. A subsequent 
elevated HVAC equipment stand plus the equipment has been added. A metal 
lean·to has been added to the east elevation of the structure. Typically, these 
additions contain fire protection valve systems and mechanical equipment, such 
as air compressors. The south elevation of the building shows several additions, 
including; an 8 ft by 16 ft concrete block addition, which contains the fire 
protection equipment; and an 8 ft by 8 ft metal lean-to addition that is attached 
to the block addition. The west elevation also contains two mechanical 
equipment lean-to type structures which appear to have contained mechanical 
equipment. other typical building systems are located on the exterior of the 
building, including panel boxes, lighting, and alarm bells. 

Total sq ft 14537 Net Architect/ Builder Neuner & cabaniss, Architect Engineers1 Albuquerque, 
New Mexia 

Alterations In 1975, dedicated laboratory rooms were added along with a shop, an 
equipment room, a restroom, and a janitor's room. The building's large 
warehouse doors were removed and their former openings were infi11ed. 
Pedestrian doors were installed on the north and south ends of the building 
to support the new laboratory function. Vacuum pump sheds (enclosures) 
were added on the east and west sides of the building in 1976, and, in 1977, 
air lock enclosures were added on the north and south sides. By 1983, the 
large laboratory space on the southeast side of the building had been 
subdivided into two rooms. 

List of Drawings (Cntrl + Enter for para break) 

ENG·C 30933 
Building WA-76, Ta-46 (TA-46·76) 
Rover Program - Storage Facilities 
TA-3, TA-18, TA-46 
Architectural Plans, Elevations 8t Details 
August 27, 1963 

ENG-C42906 
Sheet C-1 (2 of 16) 
Bldg. WA-76, TA-46 (TA-46·76) 
Laser Laboratory Modifications 
Civil: Plans, Details & Sections 
Novermber 7, 1975 

AB464 
Sheet 1 of 1 
Bldg 76, TA-46 (TA-46-76) 
As-Built Record Floor Plan 
Laser Laboratory 
July 12, 1995 
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